
How to: Return an Item 

The store policy is “NO RETURNS” but under certain circumstances it may be appropriate, if so follow 

steps below. 

The way to return a sale is to do a transaction for a negative amount of the item being returned.  In other 

words process the sale as you would normally but you will be changing the total amount into a negative 

number as follows:   

Scan your items as  you would a regular sale. 

Once you have entered the item, highlight it by clicking on it and turning it dark blue and then on the 

bottom of the screen, press 



The Change Quantity window will appear. Use the New Qty field to enter in the quantity of the item(s)    
being returned as a negative number. Then press Make Changes to apply your changes. You will be sent 
back to the transaction window. 

 

  

  

Now, use the button to process payment as you would for any normal sale. The payment win-
dow will pop up with a red negative number in the amount owing field, signifying that the customer is owed 
that amount. Enter a negative payment amount into the field for the payment method you wish to use and 

click to complete the return.  

At this point you may need to swipe the customer’s credit card again. We DO NOT give cash out of the regis-
ter.  If the customer requires a cash refund, take their name, address & phone number and after review  by 
an administrator we will send a check.   

 

If the customer would like an even exchange, or an exchange for something within the 

same artist,  follow steps on next page.  Remember to  accomplish this the new item being 

bought must be of equal or HIGHER value.    



First scan the new item that’s being sold, then the item being returned which you will then change to a 

negative number by highlighting it and clicking on CHANGE QTY to a negative number. 

The amount due will be visible and now the payment can be processed as usual. 


